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In this passionate philosophical memoir, Kimerer LaMothe unfolds an earth‐
friendly vision of what love can be. Moving to a farm after years spent teaching
and writing at Harvard University, LaMothe faces new challenges in her
relationships with her parents, her partner, and their children. In her struggle to
respond she comes to a radical conclusion: we humans are nothing more or less
than an impulse to connect, born to love, but not born knowing how. In vivid
accounts of family life, LaMothe reveals how moving our bodily selves in the
natural world can foster the sensory awareness we need to cultivate life‐affirming
connections with those who enable us to be.
There’s a great deal to learn hear no matter where you live. Bill McKibben, Middlebury College
With endless reports of environmental and financial disaster, Family Planting offers a rare ray of hope. Kimerer
LaMothe artfully weaves together philosophical vision and social criticism to create a work that opens new ways
of seeing and being. This book is a pleasure to read and will leave you with questions we have been avoiding far
too long. Mark C. Taylor, Ph.D., Columbia University
In this passionate reflection on family love, Kimerer LaMothe explores unfolding relationships with her parents,
spouse, and children‐‐all made possible by her new life on an old farm in upstate New York. Kathleen Roberts
Skerrett, Ph.D., University of Richmond
Author Information: Kimerer LaMothe, PhD, a philosopher, dancer, and scholar of religion, lives on a farm
in rural New York with her life-partner and their five children. Visit www.familyplanting.com.
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